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adding life to your years 

 
Three grand essentials to happiness in this life are something to do, something to 

love, and something to hope for. 
Joseph Addison, writer (1672-1719) 

 

NOTE 

 
Considering the time in which we find ourselves, I asked Julian Carter to allow me to 
share this with you. It is slightly longer than a usual insert so I have taken the liberty 
of editing. (I’m encouraged by his sentiments to buy a walking stick right away and 
limp when I deal with officialdom. A stoop might also help – shades of the Scarlet 
Pimpernel. 

 

SOUND ADVICE 

 
WHY SUFFER ANTIQUITY QUIETLY? 
Some thoughts on a possible early warning system for changes to come. By Julian 
Carter. 
Lockdown and confinement to quarters have, amongst many other things, given me 
time to reflect on the many changes that we either suffer or enjoy as we think of the 
many necessary preparations needing to be made prior to the eventual and inevitable 
end of life. These are in order to assist in making this period, however long or short, 
just a little more comfortable.  
There are of course many things that any amount of preparedness could never have 
changed such as the onset of pain in various parts of the body, particularly the back, 
neck and knees which may become acute enough to require urgent drastic medical 
attention. All of this comes with a very distressing lack of a retentive memory and the 
inability to remember the names of people you have known for ages. Then there is the 
regularly posed question, when asking yourself why you suddenly appear in a place 
with absolutely no idea of why you are there. Poor eyesight and hearing, possibly 
requiring the use of expensive aids, not always apparently coming up to the 
expectations of a manufacturer. All the above may be added to by irregularities in 
various organs such as the heart. So with all of these above potential concerns in our 
lives, why should we bother? 
Well you never know, perhaps if we really put our minds to it we may find some 
positive thoughts about reaching antiquity. Firstly, there is no peer pressure and, if 
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you play your cards right you may even be admired by the younger generation, 
perhaps even if only on the basis of “Oh, old ******** is not a bad old soul, if taken in 
small doses!” I certainly find that a major advantage can be enjoyed when dealing with 
people like Service Organizations and Government and Municipal Officials. But to gain 
the ultimate you do have to lay on the disability bit with perhaps a walking stick – even 
if you are not fully disabled, and act a bit older than you may really feel. I often find 
that his act can get me to the front of a queue or in gaining a seat when none is freely 
available.  
I believe that I’m right in saying that our own attitude to life, and whatever is thrown 
in our direction, can play a very important role in how we are treated by others in all 
walks of life. It is certainly my very firm belief that a SMILE (at any age) is the greatest 
positive virus that you can inflict on anyone, be it friend or perhaps even not so 
friendly, and the more it can be spread in your proximity the greater the benefit to 
yourself. The other important feature in encouraging longevity is in keeping active in 
whatever way possible for you, including most importantly the brain and the ability to 
communicate well, in whatever form you may choose. 
So with these few thoughts may I wish you all happiness, even when the going may 
seem tougher than you would like, and a busy, healthy and rewarding future, whatever 
that may have been destined for you.  
Bless you for reading this – I do hope that you may find some of it helpful in your way 
forward and you get the message that you are certainly not alone. 
Bless you! Julian  

 

NUTRITION 

 
FOOD - Frozen, fresh or canned?  
Tinned and frozen fruits and vegetables tend to be seen as less nutritious than fresh 
versions. But that's not always the case.  
Food is most nutritious at the point of harvest, as it starts degrading as soon as it’s 
picked. Once picked, that fruit or veg is still using its own nutrients, breaking them 
down in order to keep its cells alive. Refrigerating produce slows down the process of 
nutrition degradation, although the rate at which nutritional value is lost varies from 
one product to the next. 
Freezing produce on a mass scale is a relatively new innovation for the food industry. 
Today, the pea can be harvested, transported to a factory, washed, blanched and 
frozen in just over two hours. Compare this timescale to fresh vegetables – most of 
which are harvested, sent to a packing plant, packed, graded, shipped to retailers, 
then put in the consumer baskets. About 99% of time, this process takes much longer 
than the time taken to harvest, process and freeze peas. 
Before produce is frozen, it’s blanched, which involves heating the food up for a few 
minutes at high temperatures. This is to inactivate unwanted enzymes that work to 
degrade texture and colour during frozen storage. However, it also reduces nutrient 
content. 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1365-2621.2000.tb16043.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1365-2621.2000.tb16043.x
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This nutritional loss pales in comparison to the amount of heat that produce is 
exposed to when it’s tinned. The more intense heat treatment used on food that’s 
destined for a metal can shows a greater reduction in nutrients than frozen food. But 
as with fresh food, different nutrients in different kinds of produce degrade at 
different rates. 
Foods with mostly water-soluble nutrients, including vitamin C and B vitamins, 
retained nutrients differently than those with mainly fat-soluble nutrients, including 
vitamins A and E. Fresh food is often best for vitamin C content, as this vitamin is 
highly sensitive to heat, as long as it undergoes minimal storage. 
Foods with more vitamin E and A, however, which are found in high amounts in 
canned carrots and tomatoes, fared much better during heat treatment. 
But canned food can also have some less desirable contents such as added salt 
and/or sugar. 
In the end, what is most important is to have a diverse diet, which a lot of time, 
requires a variety of fresh, frozen and canned. You should eat fruit and vegetables 
whether they’re fresh, frozen or canned, or dried or fermented; any one of these 
forms is nutritious. The most important thing is to not stop eating fruit and 
vegetables. 
 

PROTEIN 

 
WE EAT MORE THAN NECESSARY 
Protein is essential for the body to grow and repair. Protein-rich food such as dairy, 
meat, eggs, fish and beans are broken down into amino acids in the stomach and 
absorbed in the small intestine, then the liver sorts out which amino acids the body 
needs. The rest is flushed out in our urine. 
Not getting enough protein can lead to hair loss, skin breakouts and weight loss as 
muscle mass decreases. But these side effects are very rare, and largely only occur in 
those with eating disorders. 
Research Company Mintel’s 2017 Report found that 27% of Brits use sport nutrition 
products such as protein bars and shakes. This figure rises to 39% for those who 
exercise more than once a week. But more than half of the individuals who use the 
products (63%) find it difficult to tell whether they’re having any effect. 
Most people get more than their daily recommended allowance from food. There’s 
no need for anyone to have supplements. They’re a convenient way to get protein, 
but there’s nothing in supplements you can’t get in food. Protein bars are really just 
candy bars with a bit of extra protein. 
 
Most experts agree that protein is best consumed in food instead of supplements.  
We need to maintain our muscle mass as we age, because we become less active and frail 
Adults who aren’t especially active are advised to eat roughly 0.75g (0.03oz) of 
protein per day for each kilogram they weigh. On average, this is 55g (1.9oz) for men 
and 45g (1.6oz) for women – or two palm-sized portions of meat, fish, tofu, nuts or 

http://store.mintel.com/attitudes-towards-sports-nutrition-uk-june-2017
https://theconversation.com/just-eat-well-the-250m-gym-supplements-industry-isnt-working-out-24748
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pulses. However, the elderly should increase protein intake to around 1.2g per kg 
body weight. This is because as we age, we need more protein to retain muscle mass. 
But we also tend to eat less protein as we get older because our taste-buds begin to 
prefer sweet over savoury. Emma Stevenson, professor of sport and exercise science 
at Newcastle University, is working with food companies to get more protein into 
snacks that the elderly are known to regularly buy, such as biscuits. “We need to 
maintain our muscle mass as we age, because we become less active and frail,” she 
says.  
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20180522-we-dont-need-nearly-as-much-
protein-as-we-consume 

 

COVID-19 STATISTICS 

 
BE AWARE 
Raymond’s Lesson of the Day 

The Scene: An Indian Courtroom 
The young Solicitor: Spouting numerous statistics 
The Elderly Judge, beckoning: Approach the bench 
The young Solicitor: M’lud? 
The Elderly Judge: Young man the government loves its statistics but do you 
know where they come from? 
The young Solicitor: No M’lud  
The Elderly Judge: They come from the village headmen who put down pretty 
damn well what they please 

Here endeth the lesson 
 

JAN CHRISTAAN SMUTS 

 
ANNIVERSARY 
This year marks the 150th year of the birth of this remarkable son of South Africa. 
Here are some snippets. 
Cambridge 
During his time in Cambridge, Smuts studied a diverse number of subjects in addition 
to law. He wrote a book, Walt Whitman: A Study in the Evolution of Personality; it 
was not published until 1973, after his death. But it can be seen that Smuts in this 
book had already conceptualized his thinking for his later wide-ranging philosophy 
of holism.  
Smuts graduated in 1894 with a double first. Over the previous two years, he had 
received numerous academic prizes and accolades, including the coveted George 
Long prize in Roman Law and Jurisprudence. One of his tutors, Professor Maitland, a 
leading figure among English legal historians, described Smuts as the most brilliant 
student he had ever met. Lord Todd, the Master of Christ's College, said in 1970 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20180522-we-dont-need-nearly-as-much-protein-as-we-consume
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20180522-we-dont-need-nearly-as-much-protein-as-we-consume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walt_Whitman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_undergraduate_degree_classification#Variations_of_first_class_honours
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederic_William_Maitland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Todd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ%27s_College,_Cambridge#Masters_of_Christ's
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that "in 500 years of the College's history, of all its members, past and present, 
three had been truly outstanding: John Milton, Charles Darwin and Jan Smuts."  
In December 1894, Smuts passed the examinations for the Inns of Court, entering 
the Middle Temple. His old Cambridge College, Christ's College, offered him a 
fellowship in Law. Smuts turned his back on a potentially distinguished legal future. 
By June 1895, he had returned to the Cape Colony, determined to make his future 
there.  
Smuts and Churchill 

They first met, in 1899, when Smuts interrogated young Churchill after the latter's 
capture by Afrikaners during the Boer War. They met again, in 1906, when Smuts led 
a mission, concerning South Africa's future, to London before Churchill, who was 
Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies. The British Cabinet shared Churchill's 
sympathetic view, leading to self-government within the year, followed by dominion 
status for the Union of South Africa in 1910. Their association continued in World 
War I, when Lloyd George appointed Smuts, in 1917, to the war cabinet, where 
Churchill served as Munitions Minister. By now the two had formed a fast friendship, 
which continued through Churchill's "wilderness years" and World War II, to Smuts' 
death.  
Lord Moran, Churchill's personal physician, wrote in his diary: 

Smuts is the only man who has any influence with the PM; indeed, he is the 
only ally I have in pressing counsels of common sense on the PM. Smuts sees 
so clearly that Winston is irreplaceable, that he may make an effort to 
persuade him to be sensible.  

Churchill: 
Smuts and I are like two old love-birds moulting together on a perch, but still 
able to peck.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Smuts 
 

NATURE 

 
DAILY CONTACT WITH NATURE HAS 'LASTING BENEFITS' 
The boost to health and wellbeing from a period of daily contact with nature can last 
for months, according to the University of Derby. 
An assessment of the Wildlife Trusts' 30 Days Wild project, which encourages people 
to take part in daily nature activities each day in June, has found the positive effects 
of the month-long challenge are still in evidence two months later. 
A team at the university evaluated survey responses from more than 1,000 people 
who took part in the Wild Life Trust’s event: 30 Days Wild.  

 
PA MEDIA 
Positive increases were seen both immediately after the challenge and also two 
months later. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Milton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Darwin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inns_of_Court
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Temple
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Smuts
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/
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Those who began with a weak connection with nature saw very significant increases 
in how connected they felt, while taking part in 30 Days Wild made people feel 
healthier, happier and increased their pro-nature behaviour, the survey suggests. 
Professor Miles Richardson, from the University of Derby, said it showed the 
"positive power of simple engagement with nature". 
He said: "We were thrilled to see that the significant increases in people's health and 
happiness were still felt even two months after the 30 Days Wild challenge was 
over." 
PA Media 
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/ 
 

OUR MEMORY 

 
HOW GOOD IS IT? 
We think our brains contain accurately etched memories. But do they? After all, you 
can recall the exact moment when you met your partner as if it were captured in a 
photo. And you can remember exactly where you were on 11 September 2001 when 
you learned of the terrorist attack in New York, right? You recall to whom you were 
speaking and how you felt. Your memories of 9/11 are extraordinarily vivid and 
detailed. Psychologists call these flashbulb memories: they feel as incontestable as 
photographs. They are not. Flashbulb memories are as flawed as regular 
recollections. They are the product of reconstruction.  
 
Ulrich Neisser, one of the pioneers in the field of cognitive science, investigated 
them. In 1986, the day after the explosion of the Challenger space shuttle, he asked 
students to write essays detailing their reactions. Three years later, he interviewed 
them again. Less than seven per cent of the new data correlated with the initial 
submissions. In fact, 50% of the recollections were incorrect in two-thirds of the 
points, and 25% failed to match even a single detail.  
 
Neisser took one of these conflicting papers and presented it to its owner. Her 
answer: ‘I know it’s my handwriting, but I couldn’t have written this.’ The question 
remains: why do flashbulb memories feel so real? We don’t know yet. It is safe to 
assume that half of what you remember is wrong.  
 
Our memories are riddled with inaccuracies, including the seemingly flawless 
flashbulb memories. Our faith in them can be harmless – or lethal. Consider the 
widespread use of eyewitness testimony and police line-ups to identify criminals. 
To trust such accounts without additional investigation is reckless, even if the 
witnesses are adamant that they would easily recognise the perpetrator again. 
The Art of Thinking Clearly: Better Thinking, Better Decisions (Dobelli, Rolf) 
  

https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/
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BOOKSHELVES 

 
SHELF AWARE 
TV interviews on Zoom have turned attention to the nation’s bookshelves. How 
many books does the average UK home have on its shelves? 
— According to a survey carried out for World Book Day in 2015, the average home 
has 158 books. 
— A quarter of them, however, have never been opened. 
— Some 16% of people admitted to owning certain books purely to make themselves 
look more intelligent. Among the titles they felt good about owning were To Kill a 
Mockingbird, Moby-Dick and the Bible. 
— By contrast, people felt embarrassed to own Fifty Shades of Grey and anything by 
James Patterson. 
The Spectator 
 

DOGS 

 
MANS BEST FRIEND 
The one test for potential candidates for guide dog training is when the dog is seated 
at the head of stairs and called forward, the potential guide dog trainee steps 
forward with its LEFT paw? ‘Right-steppers’ may have other useful qualities but not 
the sacred task of guiding the blind. Dogs are unique in the animal kingdom in their 
DNA makeup, that sets them apart from other ‘canids’: wolves, foxes, jackals 
etcetera. For over twenty-five years a Russian has bred a unique ‘explosive dog’ - 
originating from coyotes – that can detect any of the many ingredients of explosives, 
right down to one particle, the size of a grain of sand. Furthermore, it 
works continuously and entirely without human encouragement or instruction, 
although it has a handler for support/protection at airports. It looks like a short, 
stocky husky.  
 

FREE BOOKS 

 
MEMBER OFFER 
Hi all, I would like to help all those who read eBooks and can’t afford to purchase 
them or do not want to buy at dollar rates. My wife and I have been using Kindles for 
a number of years and I have been using different platforms to search and download 
them. I would like to tell you about a fantastic platform called Zbooks, where you can 
download books for free, no hidden costs. I would suggest that you also download 
Caliber books as well to store all your books in. If you register your email with Zbooks 
you can download 10 books per day otherwise if you don't want to give them your 
email address you can get 5 books per day. Please contact me if you have any 
questions regarding this information.  
Yours Sincerely  
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Shaun Croney  
shaunjencroney@mtnloaded.co.za  
 

PANDEMICS 

 
THEN AND NOW 
Human nature – private or political – does not change . . . . 
“It was about the beginning of September, 1664, that I, among the rest of my 
neighbours, heard in ordinary discourse that the plague was returned again in 
Holland; for it had been very violent there, and particularly at Amsterdam and 
Rotterdam, in the year 1663, whither, they say, it was brought, some said from Italy, 
others from the Levant, among some goods which were brought home by their 
Turkey fleet; others said it was brought from Candia; others from Cyprus. It mattered 
not from whence it came; but all agreed it was come into Holland again. We had no 
such thing as printed newspapers in those days to spread rumours and reports of 
things, and to improve them by the invention of men, as I have lived to see 
practised since. But such things as these were gathered from the letters of 
merchants and others who corresponded abroad, and from them was handed about 
by word of mouth only; so that things did not spread instantly over the whole nation, 
as they do now. But it seems that the Government had a true account of it, and 
several councils were held about ways to prevent its coming over; but all was kept 
very private. Hence it was that this rumour died off again, and people began to 
forget it as a thing we were very little concerned in, and that we hoped was not true; 
till the latter end of November or the beginning of December 1664 when two men, 
said to be Frenchmen, died of the plague in Long Acre, or rather at the upper end of 
Drury Lane. The family they were in endeavoured to conceal it as much as possible, 
but as it had gotten some vent in the discourse of the neighbourhood, the 
Secretaries of State got knowledge of it; and concerning themselves to inquire about 
it, in order to be certain of the truth, two physicians and a surgeon were ordered to 
go to the house and make inspection. This they did; and finding evident tokens of the 
sickness upon both the bodies that were dead, they gave their opinions publicly that 
they died of the plague. Whereupon it was given in to the parish clerk, and he also 
returned them to the Hall; and it was printed in the weekly bill of mortality in the 
usual manner.” 
A Journal of the Plague Year by Daniel Defoe Published March 1722 
 
 
  

mailto:shaunjencroney@mtnloaded.co.za
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THE MERCANT NAVY 

 
MEMORIES 
I am not one for travelling — so had the perfect job. Got to see 78 countries all while 
sleeping in the same bed every night. I smelt those countries. OK, there were some 
tedious air trips between signing off and signing on. 
 Counting countries visited is a bit tricky. I have marked down as being to the United 
Kingdom. But that could annoy Scotsmen, Welshmen, and Irishmen (along with their 
respective women). I could bring my count up to 81 if I removed UK and put down 
the 4 Pommiestans. 
Les Hellmann, retired Safmarine Master Mariner 
 

2020 MARKS THE 80TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN 

 
POLAND’s PILOTS – Part of “the few” 
I have, for various reasons, had a particular interest in their contribution to world of 
today. Here are the words of the head of Fighter Command:  
Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding summarised their contribution in probably the 
most telling way: 'Had it not been for the magnificent work of the Polish squadrons 
and their unsurpassed gallantry, I hesitate to say that the outcome of battle would 
have been the same'. 
This is how the British public viewed their contribution: 
Polish fighter pilots became instant celebrities with all classes of British society. 
International journalists flocked to airfields to write about their exploits, waiters 
refused to take payments for their meals in restaurants, bar owners paid for their 
drinks and bus conductors allowed them free journeys. Quentin Reynolds, one of the 
war’s most well-known American war correspondents, dubbed Polish airmen 'the 
real Glamor Boys of England' in Collier's Weekly, an apt reflection of the 'hero 
worship' attitude the British had towards them. 
After the Battle of Britain, the Polish Air Force continued to serve alongside the RAF 
until the last day of the war. By early 1941 the PAF listed 13 units – eight fighter, four 
bomber and one reconnaissance squadron. In 1943 and 1944 a further two 
observation squadrons were formed. Polish airmen in these squadrons participated 
in practically all RAF operations in the European theatre of the war. Their 
contribution to the war against Nazi Germany was significant, although achieved at 
a very heavy price. The 1,903 personnel killed are today commemorated on the 
Polish War Memorial at RAF Northolt. 
https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-polish-pilots-who-flew-in-the-battle-of-britain 
  

http://www.iwm.org.uk/history/second-world-war
https://www.iwm.org.uk/history/the-polish-pilots-who-flew-in-the-battle-of-britain
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RIGHTS 

 
OMISSIONS 
So with the Bill of Rights (USA). As adopted by the Fathers of the Republic, it was 
gross, crude, inelastic, a bit fanciful and transcendental. It specified the rights of a 
citizen, but it said nothing whatever about his duties. 
H L Mencken 
I have the same problem with the UN Declaration of Human Rights and the South 
African Constitution. 
 

SAARP SERVICES 

 
FUNERAL COVER OFFER 
Covid-19: Are You Prepared? 
As part of the most vulnerable and exposed group of people in terms of the Covid-19 
Pandemic, we are extending our best thoughts and wishes to our SAARP members 
and would like to motivate you to keep safe and stay home at this time. 
In times like these we, as humans, can often allow ourselves to be driven by fear 
instead of remaining clear-headed and keeping ourselves informed and motivated.  
Like life, thinking about our own mortality and death is a reality. Many of us prefer to 
ignore these facts but once our time comes to leave this world we need to have our 
plans in order. Have you thought about what will happen to your family? Have you 
thought of the immediate events that will need to be organized and funds that are 
essential in order for your memorial service and/or funeral? There are also the legal 
and social policies and regulations that need to be adhered to – all of this becomes a 
large burden for your bereaved family members once you pass. 
SAARP has developed a special product bearing in mind all of the above whilst 
compiling a carefully designed product, aiming to cater for all the needs that arise in 
this difficult time. 
Did you know that with the SAARP Assistance Benefit Plan you can make 100% sure 
that you will not be leaving loved ones without responsible financial planning in the 
case of a death? 
The Assistance Benefit Plan will cover anyone between 50 – 84 years of age, from as 
little as R55pm for R10 000 cover. For more information, go to 
https://bit.ly/saarpfuneral. Let us phone you and discuss with you your age-
appropriate benefits. This will give you the opportunity to make an informed 
decision. Want us to call you back? WhatsApp us on: 0649005976 or email us on 
info@mahalas.co.za.  
 
RETIREMENT RESEARCH  
SAARP is conducting research on Retirement and the trauma people experience, such 
trauma often being unforeseen, or caused by lack of planning." 

https://bit.ly/saarpfuneral
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This is an anonymous survey and you are under no obligation to react to it should 
you not wish to. 
The intent is to attempt to identify the nature of, and the kind of traumas which 
people experience or have experienced since retiring. 
These questions will, therefore, be used to identify practical areas of vulnerability 
with which people have had problems. 
These will highlight the issues which people should attempt to address in their 
retirement planning, or even bear in mind if retirement is a reality.  
Thank you for your input. The aim is to make a positive difference in the lives of 
people. 
Please click on Survey on www.saarp.net – if you do not see the version containing 
Survey do a CTRL/F5. Thank you.  

 
Please go to www.saarp.net and click on the Benefits tab to see our range of 
member services: 
 

 
 

SAARP NEWS 

 
MEMBER FEEDBACK 

 Congratulations on your latest SAARP Newsletter – good quality stuff for your 
readers 

 Dear Ms Renske Smit. Firstly I would like to thank you for the refund that you 
sent to me for the accommodation at Cayley Lodge. Once the lockdown is 
over and the country is free for us to travel I would defiantly like to book with 
you when you have holidays for members of SAARP. Thanking You. Mr AS 
Narrandes 

 Good Morning Beverley. I just want to place on record my sincere 
appreciation and gratitude for the massive savings of over R1200 on my short 
term insurance. It was a pleasant surprise that you took the initiative and 
assisted us in completing the transfer from one company to another. God 
bless you in going out of your way to assist retirees like us. U G Murugan 

 

SAARP HOLIDAY CLUB 

 

GOOD NEWS – SAFE HOLIDAYS 
We are pleased to announce that at last the Holiday Club have opened bookings for 
periods after September this year and especially with an introductory special of 50% 
DISCOUNT ON THE NORMAL RATE CHARGED. 

http://www.saarp.net/
http://www.saarp.net/
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Enclosed in the newsletter today are the holidays on offer reflecting the reduced 
rates but remember there are many more available by contacting our office. 
SPECIAL THINGS TO NOTE: 
1. Due to the present restrictions on interprovincial movement members should 
only consider reservations within their own provinces. 
2. In order to ensure strict control to prevent Covid 19 infections resorts will 
provide:- 

Hand sanitizer stations 
Frequent cleaning of high-touch areas 
Protocols and procedures in the event that there is a suspected case 
amongst guests or staff. 

The option for members to decline daily servicing/sanitizing of units. 
3. Where possible at selected Signature Collection resorts there will also be:- 

Drive thru check in at the gates of the resorts 
Limited numbers at check in facilities 
Grocery deliveries 
On site restaurant take away or delivery 
Unit allocation distancing to evenly spread guests around the resort 

SO NOW IS YOUR CHANCE – GET AWAY AND ONCE AGAIN ENJOY THE HOLIDAYS 
THAT WE PROVIDE AT EXTEMELY DISCOUNTED PRICES. 
 
The following are examples of discounted off-peak holidays, which our Holiday Club 
has on offer for you and your families. To book phone Renske on 021 592 1279 or 
email her at renskes@saarp.net 
 

RESORT  AREA DATE  UNIT  PRICE 

KIARA LODGE CLARENS 19-23 OKT 1 BEDROOM R1610 

KIARA LODGE CLARENS 26-30 OKT 1 BEDROOM R1610 

DRAKENSBERG SUN WINTERTON 14-18 SEP 1 BEDROOM R1610 

DRAKENSBERG SUN WINTERTON 2-6 NOV 1 BEDROOM R1610 

CAYLEY LODGE DRAKENSBERG 7-11 SEP 1 BEDROOM R1610 

CAYLEY LODGE DRAKENSBERG 9-13 NOV 1 BEDROOM R1610 

ROYAL ATLANTIC SEA POINT 12-16 OCT 1 BEDROOM R1610 

TABLEVIEW CABANAS BLOUBERG 9-13 NOV 1 BEDROOM R1610 

PLACID WATERS SEDGEFIELD 26-30 OCT 1 BEDROOM R1610 

PLACID WATERS  SEDGEFIELD 12-16 OCT 1 BEDROOM R1610 

FORMOSA BAY PLETTENBERG BAY 9-13 NOV 1 BEDROOM R1610 

FORMOSA BAY PLETTENBERG BAY 9-13 NOV 1 BEDROOM R1610 

DIKHOLOLO BRITS 12-16 OCT STUDIO R1207.50 

DIKHOLOLO BRITS 26-30 OCT STUDIO R1207.50 

DIKHOLOLO BRITS 19-23 OCT 2 BEDROOM R1610 

mailto:renskes@saarp.net
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DIKHOLOLO BRITS 19-23 OCT 2 BEDROOM R1610 

MOUNT AMANZI HARTBEESPOORT 19-23 OCT STUDIO R1207.50 

MOUNT AMANZI HARTBEESPOORT 19-23 OCT STUDIO 1207.50 

HAZYVIEW CABANAS HAZYVIEW 19-23 OCT 2 BEDROOM R1610 

HAZYVIEW CABANAS HAZVYVIEW 26-30 OCT 2 BEDROOM R1610 

DOLPHIN VIEW  UMDLOTI 31/8 – 4/9 1 BEDROOM R1610 

DOLPHIN VIEW UMDLOTI 26-30 OCT 1 BEDROOM R1207.50 

DOLPHIN VIEW UMDLOTI 26-30 OCT 1 BEDROOM R1207.50 

 
NOTE 1: The above prices include 15% VAT. 
NOTE 2: The price is for the entire period. 
NOTE 3: All cancellations must be made 7 weeks before check-in date. 
NOTE 4: These are Holiday Club Regulations, to which all members MUST adhere. 
Note: 5: In making a booking you agree that these regulations apply to you. 
PAYMENT: Once Renske has CONFIRMED your booking she will submit an invoice 
containing SAARP’s bank details. Once you have deposited the required amount in 
SAARP’s bank account, please provide proof of payment using one of the following:  

Fax : 021 592 1284  
E-mail: info@saarp.net  
And remember to quote your ID Number and name. 

 DO NOT PAY ANYTHING UNTIL YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE CONFIRMATION OF THE 
BOOKING AND THE INVOICE. 

 
 

Contact us at SAARP Tel: 021 592 1279  
Fax: 021 592 1284  

Call us and we’ll call you back to save your phone bill 
e-mail: info@saarp.net 

Or see it all at www.saarp.net  

 
SAARP, its suppliers, publisher, printer and contributors do not have any intention to 
provide specific medical or other advice but rather may provide readers with 
information in terms of its rights under the Constitution of South Africa. Information 
provided here is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, more 
particularly medical advice, care, diagnosis or treatment, neither is it designed to 
promote or endorse any medical practice or treatment, programme or product. It is 
placed on record that SAARP does not endorse or recommend any product advertised 
or mentioned on or in any of our publications. Additionally, and similarly, SAARP does 
not offer professional advice in any area, including, but not limited to, law and 
finance. In all cases, should readers require advice, they should consult a properly 
accredited and qualified specialist in the field. 
 

mailto:info@saarp.net
mailto:info@saarp.net
http://www.saarp.net/
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TRIVIA 

 
SNIPPETS 

 It is hard enough to remember my opinions, without also remembering my 
reasons for them. - Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, philosopher (1844-1900) 

 I miss the old-style grocers’ shops I visited as a small boy with my mother: the 
pungent smells, the enormous white aprons worn by the oleaginous 
assistants, the dazzling skill with which they cut cheese and bacon, and tied up 
the neat parcels they lovingly wrapped, while my mother sat near the counter 
on a tall stool studying her list. Most of all, the dramatic climax when the 
money and bill were put in an aerial railway and whizzed up to the lady in the 
high cash-box, then came crashing back with the change, bells ringing 
furiously. Children today get none of these pleasures, 

 One day when Prince Philip unusually accompanied the Queen on a visit to Ian 
Balding’s yard at Kingsclere, her carriage-driving husband commented that the 
horses looked rather thin. He is not the only one in the family who can be 
direct. The Queen responded sharply: ‘Did you but know, that is how a fit 
racehorse is supposed to look.’ 

 The brother of a friend in Durban was once given a generous donation by a 
wealthy aunt. ‘I hate to see you just hanging around indoors all day. Buy an 
old Land Rover. Go and see the real Africa.’ The brother took the money but 
bought an enormous television instead. When my friend visited, he found him 
watching a wildlife documentary in glorious high-definition Technicolor. ‘Why 
would I want to go and see Africa when I can bring Africa in here?’ he 
explained. 

 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
People today are concerned about immigration. This may put their fears in context. 
Since 1820 nearly 35,000,000 immigrants have come into the country, (USA) and of 
them probably not 10,000,000 brought any preliminary acquaintance with English 
with them. The census of 1910 (92,228,496) showed that nearly 1,500,000 persons 
then living permanently on American soil could not speak it at all; that more than 
13,000,000 had been born in other countries, chiefly of different language; and that 
nearly 20,000,000 were the children of such immigrants, and hence under the 
influence of their speech habits. Altogether, there were probably at least 25,000,000 
whose house language was not the vulgate, and who thus spoke it in competition 
with some other language.  
H L Mencken 1921 
 
 
PARAPROSDOKIANS 
Figures of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or phrase is surprising or 
unexpected and is frequently humorous. (Sir Winston Churchill loved them.) 
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 Where there's a will, I want to be in it. 

 The last thing I want to do is hurt you ...but it's still on my list. 

 Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear 
them speak. 

 If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong. 

 War does not determine who is right, only who is left. 

 Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit 
salad. 

 To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research.  

 I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.  

 You're never too old to learn something stupid. 

 I'm supposed to respect my elders, but it's getting harder and harder for me 
to find someone older than me. 

 
SMILE 
All the members of the company's Board of Directors were called into the Chairman's 
office, one after another, until only Ted, the junior member, was left sitting outside. 
Finally, it was his turn to be summoned.  
 
Ted entered the office to find the Chairman and the other six Directors seated at the 
far end of the boardroom table.  
Ted was instructed to stand at the other end of the table, which he did. 
The Chairman looked Ted squarely in the eye, and with a stern voice, he asked: 
"Have you ever had sex with my secretary, Miss Floyd?" 
"Oh, no, sir, positively not!" Ted replied. 
"Are you absolutely sure...?" asked the chairman. 
"Honest, I've never been close enough to even touch her...!" 
"You'd swear to that...?" 
"Yes, I swear I've never had sex with Miss Floyd, anytime, anywhere...” insisted Ted. 
"Good. Then YOU fire her." 
 
Ray Hattingh  
PS The law is not a moral compass. The people who hid Anne Frank were breaking 
the law. The people who killed her were following it. 
 

Contact us at SAARP Tel: 021 592 1279  
Fax: 021 592 1284  

Call us and we’ll call you back to save your phone bill 
e-mail: info@saarp.net 

Or see it all at www.saarp.net  

 

adding life to your years 

 

mailto:info@saarp.net
http://www.saarp.net/

